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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) is an emergency system
designed to relieve steam pressure in the main steam lines and reactor
vessel. For the automatic ADS control mode, the six ADS valves will
automatically open on high reactor pressure or whenever all the following
initiating signals are present:

a) Reactor Vessel Low Water Level (Level 1)
b) High Drywell Pressure
c) RHR/Core Spray Pump(s) Running Permissive

During normal plant operation the ADS valves and Safety Relief Valves
(SRVs) are closed. This SEA addresses the existing design of the ADS/SRV
system control logic with respect to spurious actuation in the event of a
fire in the plant. Another Appendix R study, SEA-EE-035, performed a
cable/raceway analysis to ensure operability of the ADS/SRVs. There are
16 SRVs which open on high reactor pressure or operator action; six of
these valves function as ADS valves. In the event of a fire in any fire
zone which spuriously opens an ADS valve and/or a SRY, excessive coolant
inventory loss as a result of steam blowdown to the suppression pool
could occur. The concern regarding uncontrolled steam blowdown of the
reactor vessel due to an ADS valve and/or SRV spuriously opening is being
addressed herein. Cables for the ADS/SRV valves routed inside the
Drywell are not addressed due to the impossibility of a fire occurring in
an inerted area.

For shutdown paths 1 and 3, the automatic ADS depressurization function
is required. All six (6) of the ADS valves are required to open while
the remaining ten (10) SRVs which are not part of ADS should be assured
closed. The six ADS valves provide capability for reducing reactor
pressure to allow low pressure Emergency Core Cooling System equipment to
function if high pressure injection systems are unavailable. Reactor
vessel water makeup will be maintained by the Core Spray pumps or one RHR
pump.

In the event of a fire in a Control Room fire zone requiring evacuation
and plant shutdown from the Remote Shutdown Panels (shutdown using
Path 2), a SRV is required to be opened intermittently (Reference 4.8)
while the remaining ADS/SRVs are required to remain closed (see
Assumption/Input 5.5 for Control Room fire scenario). For this Path 2
shutdown method, one out of three SRVs will be cycled to open and close
manually by the operator at the Remote Shutdown Panel in order to
depressurize the reactor vessel while maintaining sufficient steam
pressure supply to the RCIC pump turbine. A fire induced cable failure
resulting in the spurious opening of one SRV will eventually result in an
inadequate steam supply to the RCIC pump turbine. This situation
requires depressurizing using an ADS/SRV controlled by an individual
keylock switch in the relay room and maintaining inventory with a low
pressure injection system.
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This analysis will identify: I) all cables which can result in the
spurious opening of an ADS/SRV, 2) the applicable raceways and fire zones
in which these cables are routed and 3) the recommendations for achieving
compliance to Appendix R.

2.0 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this analysis is to determine how a fire-induced
electrical fault could result in the spurious actuation of Safety Relief
Valves and/or Automatic Depressurization System Valves and to assess the
level of compliance of the existing SSES installation to the requirements
of Appendix R, Section III.L.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.I The following conclusions are based on the circuit cable/raceway and.
analysis in Section 7.0:

I. A minimum of one (I) hot short in the general plant area could
produce a spurious actuation affecting one (I) SRV or ADS
solenoid valve.

2. At least two (2) hot shorts are required to cause spurious
operation of ADS (6 valves) and one additional hot short would
be required for each SRV spurious actuation. The ADS circuit
for one division requires that pressure permissive contacts (K9A
and K10A) be closed when the low pressure system is available.
Spurious operation of ADS due to a fire in the Control Room
would Require multiple components to spuriously actuate, which
is not considered credible. However, it can be postulated that
a Control Room fire could result in selective hot.shorts on the
ADS actuation circuitry such that, upon initiatiorr:,of the RHR
pump from the Remote Shutdown Panel. a sourious NK'-.cauld occur.
This event would be mitigated via use of the RHR system from the
Remote Shutdown Panel for safe shutdown.

3. Most of the control circuit components of the SRV and ADS-.valves
are located in the Control Room and Relay Rooms. These are
limited access areas, fully pr'otected by fire detection and
suppression equipment and where the use and storage of transient
combustibles is controlled by Plant Procedure AD-gA-140.
Control Room Panel IC601 (2C601) and Relay Room Panel 1C628
(2C628) both contain low energy circuits and panel wiring
consisting of wires with fire resistant insulation. A fire
within these panels would most likely originate from an internal
fault in the circuit and would be expected to be of low
magnitude and limited duration due to proper circuit protection
coordination.
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5.

6.

Three of the SRVs can also be controlled from the Remote
Shutdown Panel 1C201 (2C201) in the Reactor Building. The panel
is located in a restricted-access room which is not manned under
normal conditions, and is protected by ionization-type smoke
detectors and a portable fire extinguisher. The Unit 2 room is
provided with a hose station. A cable fire in this panel would
be caused by an internal fault and would be of limited duration.

The cable/raceway analysis documents the cables in raceways in
the general plant area which, if subjected to a fire, could
result in spurious actuations of the SRV and ADS valves.

Two (2) concurrent hot shorts are considered a credible event
based on this analysis. With two concurrent hot shorts, the
maximum number of valves that could be open are: (a) six if the
two hot shorts cause ADS operation, or (b) two SRVs. In the
case of two spurious SRV actuations, the operator by procedure
would operate ADS to allow low pressure system injection if no
high pressure systems are available. It should also be noted
that after depressurization, spurious operation of additional
SRVs would not create a problem.

3.2 The following recommendations are incorporated in the results of
this study:

On Path 2 shutdown, the Division II ADS/SRVs can be operable
from the Lower Relay Room if SRVs A, B and C cannot be opened
from the respective Remote Shutdown Panel because of inadequate
containment gas accumulator volume due to one or more SRVs
opening on a loop.

2. On a Path 1 or 3 shutdown, certain operator actions described in
Section 7.1 may be performed to mitigate the consequences of a
fire-induced valve actuation.

3.

4.

Refer to SEA-EE-035 for ADS/SRV operability considerations.

Raceways containing cables of concern are identified with a
"Note 1", "Note 2" or "Note 3" in the "Remark" column of Table 3
and Appendix A. Notes 1 & 3 are procedural actions and Note 2
is a raceway modification.

4.0 REFERENCES

The following references were utilized in performing this evaluation:

4.1 Schematic Diagrams E-180: Sheet 1, Revision 13
Sheet 2, Revision 8
Sheet 4, Revision 10
Sheet 5, Revision 5
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4.2 GE Elementary Diagrams: Nl-821-129
Ml-821-129
Ml-821-129
Ml-821-129
Ml-821-129
Ml-821-102
Nl-821-102
Nl-821-102
Ml-821-102
Ml-821-102

(3), Revision 7

(4), Revision 6

(5), Revision 6

(6 , Revision 6

(7), Revision 4
(4), Revision 15

(5), Revision 8
(6), Revision 8

7 , Revision 9

(8), Revision 9

4.3 "Appendix R Project Shutdown Philosophy for the Safe Shutdown
Analysis", by A. White, dated 6-23-87.

4.4 Appendix R ADS/SRV Spurious Cable Analysis Neeting Minutes Memo,
dated 7-14-87.

4.5 Generic Letter 86-10 "Implementation of Fire Protection
Requirements", dated 4-24-86.

4.6 Design Description Manual, Vol. 2, Chapter 9, Rev. A.

4.7 Record of Conversation "Appendix R-ADS/SRV Spurious Cable Analysis",
dated 7-13-87 between A. White, A. Mihalik and R. Louie.

4.8 DCP 86-30088, "Unit 1 Raceway Wrapping for Appendix R," Revision l.
4.9 DCP 86-30098, "Unit 2 Raceway Wrapping for Appendix R," Revision l.
4.10 SE-B-NA-040, Rev. 0, "Determine Time After ADS Blowdown when

Suppression Pool Cooling is Required."

4.11 SE-B-NA-043, Rev. 0, "Minimum Reactor Vessel Water Level Under
Spurious SRV Operation During a Control Room Fire."

4.12 E-294, Rev. 7, "List of Raceway Wrapped with Fire Barrier Material-
Unit 1 and Common."

4.13 E-295, Rev. 6, "List of Raceway Wrapped with Fire Barrier Material-
Unit 2

5. 0 ASSUMPTIONS/INPUTS

The following assumptions/inputs were utilized in performing this
evaluation:

5.1 The ADS valves and SRVs are considered High/Lo pressure interface
boundaries. Therefore, two (2) selective hot shorts which cause
spurious operation,,were considered credible for evaluation purposes
(Reference 4.5, Section 5.3.1).
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5.2 All ADS control switches are assumed to be in the Automatic mode.

5.3 It is conservatively assumed that the fire does not disable the 125V
DC power to the control schemes for the ADS/SRVs.

5.4 Cables routed inside Containment are not addressed due to the
impossibility of a fire occurring in an inerted area.

5.5 In the event of a fire in a Control Room fire zone, plant shutdown
will be accomplished at the Remote Shutdown Panels (Path 2)
following the switching of all applicable hand switches.

5.6 In the context of this SEA, a hot short is defined as an applied
voltage between conductors of the same or of a different cable as a
result of a fire induced short circuit.

6.0 METHOD

The following steps were performed in order to conduct this evaluation:

6.1 Reviewed the schematic drawings (References 4.1 and 4.2) for each
ADS valve and SRV to identify, based on the assumptions/inputs
listed in Section 5.0, which cables could cause spurious actuation
of the respective ADS valve or SRV due to a hot short. Spurious
cables are defined as those cables that result in spurious opening
of a valve due to a fire-induced hot short on the cable.

6.2 Developed a matrix (Table I) summarizing the philosophy for
preventing ADS/SRV spurious operation on a fire zone/shutdown path
basis. Also noted was the philosophy for ensuring operability of
the valves.

6.3 Obtained from the Appendix R database, a fire zone/raceway cable
routing sort (Appendix A) for each of the spurious cables
identified. Additionally, the affected raceways were uniquely
identified by fire zone and are included herein as Table 3.

6.4 Noted all "Raceways of Concern" and determined which raceways were:
I) Already wrapped, 2) not currently wrapped and 3) not able to be
wrapped because of physical location (e.g., under PGCC floor).

6.5'emarks were provided in the "Remarks" column in Appendix A and
Table 3 as follows.

Note 1 - Spurious actuation due to fire in raceway can be mitigated
by operating core spray or RHR pumps for low pressure
injection. (This applies to raceways which are not
currently wrapped and those which cannot be wrapped because
of physical location).
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Note 2 - Wrapped per DCP 86-3008B, DCP 86-3009B, E-294 Rev. 7 or

E-295 Rev. 6.

6.6 Recommendations were proposed, as necessary, and are included in
Section 3.0.

7.0 RESULTS

7.1 Circuit Analysis

The following analysis addresses the circuits and cable
configurations pertaining to Units 1 and 2 Division I ADS/SRVs which
are supplied by a common 125V DC panel breaker (1D614, Bkr 03;
2D614, Bkr 03). The Division II ADS valve circuits, which are
physically and electrically separate from the Division I ADS valve
circuits and are supplied by a different 125 V DC panel (1D624, Bkr
11; 2D624, Bkr ll), are not specifically addressed since the
circuits are identical to Division I and the results of the analysis
are similarly applicable.

The analysis of the existing cabling configuration for the SRV and
ADS valves identified specific and general areas in the plant where
a fire-induced electrical fault would result in spurious valve
actuation. It was established that the spurious actuation mechanism
would originate from a "hot short" due to a fire affecting the valve
control circuit components described below:

1. Cables in tray or conduit: Cables subjected to a fire of such
intensity as to melt the insulation and jacket material could
produce the following faults:

(a) Conductor-to-conductor short within a cable - If the cable
connects to pressure or level sensors, a false initiation
signal would be generated by shorting the contact.

(b) Conductor-to-conductor short between two adjacent cables-If the cable from a pilot solenoid comes in contact with an
adjacent cable carrying 125 VDC, there is a possibility
that the solenoid could be energized if the cables share a
common D.C. power supply and the bare conductors in contact
are of the right polarity. If the D.C. power sources aredifferent, the solenoid could still be energized if a
solenoid conductor is shorted to a D.C. power conductor and
the other conductors of the two cables are shorted to
ground.

(c) Multiple shorts-to-ground without blowing the fuse - A
short of power source to ground (without blowing the fuse)
coupled with control circuit grounds may result in multiple
spurious operations.
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2. Electrical devices in a panel, rack or control board: A fire
affecting this equipment could short relay or switch contacts or
the bundled conductors connecting the contacts to terminal
blocks, thereby simulating an initiation signal to open one or
more valves.

Based on the above fire-related occurrences, the following specific
spurious actuation cases were identified:

1. Safety Relief Valves (SV-14113A, B 5 C; SV-24113A, B 8 C)

(a) Fire in Control Room Panel IC601 (2C601) - Short control
switch (HS-14113AI, HS-14113BI, HS-14113CI; HS-24113A1,
HS-24113BI, HS-24113CI) contact 5-6, or the wires connected
to the contact.

(b) Fire in Relay Room Panel IC628 (2C628) - Short relay (K22,
K28, K34) contact 1-7, or the wires connected to the
contact.

(c) Fire at the Reactor Vessel Pressure and Level Panel 1C004

(2C004) - Short pressure sensor contact (PS-B21-1N0022A, B

E( C; PS-B21-2N0022A, B 5 C).

2. Safety Relief Valves (SV-14113D thru S; SV-24113D thru S)

(a) Fire in Control Room Panel IC601 (2C601) - Short control
switch (Sll thru S27) contact 5-6, or the wires connected
to the contact.

(b) Fire in Relay Room Panel IC628 (2C628) - Short relay (K24
thru K98) contact 1-7, or the wire connected to the
contact.

(c) Fire at the Reactor Vessel Pressure and Level Panel IC004
(2C004) - Short pressure sensor contact (PS-B21-IN0022D
thru S; PS-B21-2N0022D thru S).

3. Automatic Depressurization System Valves (SV-14113GI, Jl, Kl,
LI, Nl 8( Nl; SV-24113GI, Jl, Kl, Ll, Nl 5 Nl)

Fire in Relay Room Panel IC628 (2C628) - Short relay (K6A 5 K7A),
contacts 1-2, or Control switch (SIA thru S6A) contact 3-4,

or'he

wire connected to the contacts.

The analysis further established that design features incorporated
in the control and instrumentation circuitry of the SRV and ADS

valves allow operator action which could mitigate the consequences
of a spurious valve actuation due to a fire in specific fire zones.
Manual control is afforded by the following existing control
circuits:
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I. Safety Relief Valve (SV-14113A, B 5 C; SV-24113 A, B 5 C)

(a) Fire in Control Room Panel 1C601 (2C601) - If the Control
Room is evacuated, control is transferred to the Remote
Shutdown Panel. Turn transfer switches HSS-15111B,
HS-15112B 5 Hss-15112A (HSS-25113A, HSS-25113B 5

HSS-25114A) to "LOCAL" at the Remote Shutdown Panel. This
procedure is required to operate on SRV in preparation for
plant shutdown (Reference 4.8).

(b) Fire at the Reactor Vessel Pressure and Level Panel 1C004
(2C004) - Turn control switches HS-14113A1, HS-14113B1 8

HS-14113C1 (HS-24113A1, HS-24113Bl 8 HS-24113Cl) to "OFF"

at Control Room Panel 1C601 (2C601).

2. Safety Relief Valve SV-14113D thru S; SV-24113D thru S)

Fire at the Reactor Vessel Pressure and Level Panel 1C004
(2C004) - Turn control switches Sll thru S27 to "OFF" at Control
Room Panel 1C601 (2C601).

7.2 Cable/Raceway Analysis

This analysis documents the equipment, cables and raceways which
will require modifications and/or procedural actions in order to
prevent spurious ADS/SRV actuation. Included are all instruments
and cable/raceways associated with the ADS common logic which could
cause spurious ADS operation. A tabulation of all ADS/SRV spurious
cables and the components affected is presented in Table 2. A
listing of the raceways used to route the cables of concern is
provided in Appendix A. Table 3 summarizes the affected raceways
per fire zone.

1. "Note 1" Cable/Racewa s

The results indicate that a substantial number of spurious
cables cannot easily be wrapped or re-routed since they are
underneath the PGCC floor in the Control Structure Relay rooms.
Furthermore, equipment and cables are located inside cabinets,
further complicating protection. Other cables and raceways of
concern which are not currently protected with fire barriers are
also listed in this category. Both types of raceways are
identified with a "Note 1" in the "Remark" column of Appendix A
and Table 3.

2. "Note 2" Cable/Racewa s

A number of spurious cables are routed in raceways which are
already wrapped. These raceways are identified with a "Note 2"
in the "Remark" column of Appendix A and Table 3.
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7.3 Spurious Actuation Analysis

On the basis of a qualitative evaluation of the results and
conclusions in this study, it is recommended that PPKL consider two
concurrent hot shorts due to fire-induced faults in ADS/SRV
circuits. This is based on engineering judgment and is supported by
the following assessment of the effects of a fire on ADS/SRV
circuits.

I. In plant areas outside the control room and relay rooms, a fire
could impact a raceway containing Division I ADS and the SRV
solenoid circuits. To cause solenoid actuation on any circuit,
at least one hot short would be required. This is credible but
the short would have to be a sufficiently low impedance to allow
enough current for the solenoid to operate. It should also be
noted that for a valve to remain'pen the solenoid must remain
energized.

2. The SRV and ADS Division I circuit components are mostly located
in the upper relay room panel IC628 (2C628). A fire in this
panel could potentially cause "hot shorts" in the control
circuit; however, this is considered a low probability event
because the panel only contains low energy circuits and is in an
area where there are low levels of transient combustibles.
Additionally, this area is protected by state-of-the-art fire
protection systems which are designed to quickly suffocate a
fire in this room minimizing the potential damage in the
unlikely event a fire should occur.

3. In the control room, the SRV circuits along with both Division
of ADS are in panel 1C601 (2C601). The circuits are in metal
flex conduits and adhere to separation criteria in these panels.
There remains the possibility of a short across certain switch
contacts or on the connecting wire which could cause spurious
actuation of up to two (2) SRVs. Spurious operation of ADS for
the Control Room fire scenario would require multiple components
to spuriously actuate, which is not considered credible. The
panel contains low energy control circuits and, with the
circuits being encased, the possibility of an electrical fire is
extremely low. In addition, the control room contains
state-of-the-art fire detection, is always manned, and contains
a manually-actuated fire suppression system which would minimize
the potential impact of a fire in the unlikely event one would
somehow occur.

4. Table 4 in conjunction with Figures 1-5 presents ADS/SRV
spurious actuation cases and the existing and proposed operator
actions to prevent or mitigate the consequences of these events.

rl /g041 i (16)
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ADS/SRV SPURIOUS CABLE ANALYSIS PHILOSOPHY

For: Auto ADS For: SRV

To ensure Operability... in Units 1 8 2
and Common Fire
Zones (except
Control Room)...

assure one division
of cables for the
particular fire zone
is undamaged.

Not Required*

in Control
Room Fire
Zones...

Not Required** assure all cables
corresponding to
those SRVs con-
trolled from the
Remote Shutdown
Panels are
undamaged.

To prevent Spurious... in Units 1 5 2
and Common Fire
Zones

Spurious actuation of six (6) ADS
on two SRVs can be mitigated by
operation of core spray or
RHR pumps for low pressure injection.

Notes: *SRV operability is not required for S/D Paths 1 and 3.
**ADS control not available from the Remote S/D Panels.


